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Breast cancer may manifest as microcalcifications~mCs! in x-ray mammography. However, the
detection and visualization ofmCs are often obscured by the overlapping tissue structures. The
dual-energy subtraction imaging technique offers an alternative approach for imaging and visual-
izing mCs. With this technique, separate high- and low-energy images are acquired and their
differences are used to ‘‘cancel’’ out the background tissue structures. However, the subtraction
process could increase the statistical noise level relative to the calcification contrast. Therefore, a
key issue with the dual-energy subtraction imaging technique is to weigh the benefit of removing
the cluttered background tissue structure over the drawback of reduced signal-to-noise ratio in the
subtractedmC images. In this report, a theoretical framework for calculating the~quantum! noise in
the subtraction images is developed and the numerical computations are described. We estimate the
noise levels in the dual-energy subtraction signals under various imaging conditions, including the
x-ray spectra,mC size, tissue composition, and breast thickness. The selection of imaging param-
eters is optimized to evaluate the feasibility of using a dual-energy subtraction technique for the
improved detection and visualization ofmCs. We present the results and discuss its dependence on
imaging parameters. ©2002 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1494832#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Screening and diagnosis in x-ray mammography rely on
detection and visualization of microcalcifications~mCs!
and/or soft tissue masses. The early detection of breast
cer has been shown to decrease breast cancer mortality.1 The
mCs are composed mainly of calcium with attenuation pr
erties greater than that of soft tissue. The detection and v
alization of mCs are relatively easy over a uniform tiss
background, but limited by the ‘‘clutter’’ due to overlappin
tissue background present on the mammogram. The clutt
tissue background arises from the structures of glandular
sue, ducts, vessels, and soft tissue masses in the breas
pending upon the degree of clutter, the contrast ofmCs, and
the manner of overlap, it may be difficult to detect amC,
even though there may be sufficient contrast-to-noise r
~CNR!.

Dual-energy subtraction imaging techniques2–9 offer an
alternative approach to the detection and visualization
mCs. With this technique, high- and low-energy images
separately acquired and ‘‘subtracted’’ from each other in
weighted fashion to cancel out the cluttered tissue struc
so as to decrease the obscurity from overlapping tissue s
tures. Early work on theoretical optimization of dual-ener
mammography together with experimental results were d
using a prototype digital scanned projection radiography s
tem ~septaless ionization chamber!.2,3 These works first dem
onstrated the application of dual-energy imaging to ma
mography. However, the applicability of their results we
1739 Med. Phys. 29 „8…, August 2002 0094-2405 Õ2002Õ29„
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somewhat limited since the theoretical optimization w
done for monoenergetic x-ray beams and the initial exp
mental results were acquired by using radiographic x-
beams~50 and 115 kVp!. An ideal observer receiver opera
ing characteristic study with computer-simulated du
exposure mammographic images based on monoenerge
rays showed that dual-energy images could produce calc
images with higher sensitivity and specificity.6 Dual-energy
mammography with computed radiography-~CR! based sys-
tems have also been investigated.4,5,7,8In single-exposure CR
techniques, where the cassette consists of two storage p
phors plates separated by a filter, numerical calculations h
been used to optimize the front~low-energy! and rear~high-
energy! phosphor plates.4,5 Dual-energy mammography ha
also been successfully demonstrated experimentally w
dual-exposure CR techniques.7,8 Although dual-exposure CR
techniques could provide clinically useful information, it wa
prone to motion-induced artifacts7 and yielded a lower sen
sitivity to small calcifications8 compared to traditiona
single-energy mammography.

Nevertheless, dual-energy mammography has been sh
to be a promising technique to suppress structure backgro
in mammographic imaging. However, due to subtraction p
cessing in dual-energy mammography, the calcification C
in the subtraction images tends to be lower than that in
unsubtracted images.9 The calcification CNR in the subtrac
tion images depends on the choice of x-ray spectra and o
imaging parameters, in addition to the signal-to-noise ra
17398…Õ1739Õ13Õ$19.00 © 2002 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1740 Lemacks et al. : Dual-energy digital mammography 1740
~SNR! in the original~unsubtracted! images. Therefore, the
key issue in dual-energy subtraction imaging is to weigh
benefit of removing the cluttered background against
drawback of reduced calcification CNR in the subtract
images.

In this paper, a theoretical framework for calculating t
calcification CNR in dual-energy images is developed. Fo
fixed entrance exposure, we study the influence of the v
ous imaging parameters~polyenergetic x-ray spectrum, scin
tillating material, mC size, tissue composition, and brea
thickness! on the calcification CNR. While previous numer
cal studies2,6 have performed optimizations for monoene
getic x-ray beams, our calculations are based on polye
getic ~mammographic! spectra and incorporate clinicall
relevant imaging parameters. Our aim in this study was
evaluate and optimize the dual-energy technique when s
dard clinical practices and practical considerations are m
tained. In order to preserve generality of the results and
late the effects of system-dependent components,
consider only the propagation of quantum~Poisson! noise
from the original ~unsubtracted! images to the subtractio
images. The methods used for computing the calcifica
CNR are described. Results of the numerical computati
are presented and used to demonstrate and discuss the
bility of using a dual-energy subtraction imaging techniq
to improve the detection and visualization ofmCs with mam-
mography.

II. THEORY

In this section, the formalism for dual-energy subtracti
~calcification! imaging is presented. Within this framewor
the calcification CNR in the subtraction image is derived
use in the numerical studies. Although the derived fram
work can be used for situations with both quantum and s
tem noise, only the quantum~Poisson! noise is considered in
the present numerical study.

A. Two-energy versus three-energy subtraction

In mammography, one can assume that there are t
attenuating materials in the breast: adipose tissue, gland
tissue, and calcifications~only sparsely present!. Ideally, it
would be best to use images acquired at three separate
gies to estimate the thicknesses of the three attenua
materials.10 However, compared to dual-energy subtracti
imaging, three-energy subtraction imaging leads to an a
tional reduction of image SNR, which would potentially r
quire higher patient exposure, increased time to complete
exam~which could lead to motion artifacts!, and more com-
plicated subtraction image processing. Mammography dif
from other radiographic procedures in that the breast is c
pressed to a largely uniform thickness~that can be easily
measured!. With the total breast thickness known, the task
three-material composition measurement can be reduce
that of two materials.9 Dual-energy imaging can also be us
to estimate the total breast thickness in an uncompressed
of the breast~the sum of the adipose tissue and glandu
tissue thicknesses assuming no calcifications are presen!.11
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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B. Dual-energy microcalcification imaging technique

Assume that along the x-ray path, a compressed brea
composed of adipose tissue of thicknessta , glandular tissue
of thicknesstb , and amC of thicknesstc ~Fig. 1!. The total
breast tissue thickness,T (cm) is given by

T5ta1tb1tc . ~1!

Assuming that polyenergetic x rays are used, the mean m
sured signals in the low- and high-energy images,Sl andSh ,
can be expressed as

Sj5E dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!ta2mb~E!tb2mc~E!tc

•A~E!•Q~E!; j 5 l ,h, ~2!

where,Rl andRh are the unattenuated low- and high-ener
x-ray exposures in~C/kg! at the detector plane,d is the pixel
size in centimeters~cm!, F l(E) andFh(E) are the unattenu-
ated low- and high-energy photon fluence per unit expos
per unit energy~photons/cm2 keV C/kg! at the detector input,
A(E) is the photon absorption ratio of the detector as a fu
tion of photon energyE(keV), and Q(E) is the detector
response function and represents the signal generate
each detected x-ray photon~i.e., gain! as a function of pho-
ton energyE(keV). The energy-dependent linear-attenuati
coefficients~1/cm! for adipose tissue, glandular tissue, a
calcifications are given byma(E), mb(E), and mc(E), re-
spectively.

Defining Dmb(E)[mb(E)2ma(E) and Dmc(E)
[mc(E)2ma(E), referred to as the difference-attenuatio
coefficients and solving forta in Eq. ~1!, the low- and high-
energy image signals, Eq.~2! can be rewritten as

FIG. 1. A compressed breast of thicknessT, with a cubicmC of dimension,
tc , and adipose and glandular tissues of thicknessta and tb , respectively,
whereta1tb5t11t2 .
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1741 Lemacks et al. : Dual-energy digital mammography 1741
Sj5E dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc

•A~E!•Q~E!; j 5 l ,h. ~3!

Analogous to the optical density, we define x-ray densit
for the low- and high-energy images,Dl andDh , as follows:

D j[ lnS Sj
0

Sj
D ; j 5 l ,h, ~4!

where Sj
0 is the unattenuated reference signal obtained

imaging without the breast present. Using the signals atte
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ated by 100% adipose tissue, as the low- and high-ene
reference signals, the modified x-ray densities,Dl8 and Dh8
~now functions of only the glandular tissue thickness,tb , and
calcification thickness,tc! can be defined as

D j85F j~ tb ,tc![ lnS Sj
a

Sj
D ; j 5 l ,h. ~5!

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq.~5!, Dl8 andDh8 can be expressed
as follows:
D j85 lnS *dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•A~E!•Q~E!

*dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc
•A~E!•Q~E!

D ; j 5 l ,h. ~6!
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The main task of dual-energy subtraction imaging is to
termine the mapping functions for glandular tissue thickne
tb5 f b(Dl8 ,Dh8), and calcification thickness, tc

5 f c(Dl8 ,Dh8), from the measured x-ray densities~images!,
Dl85Fl(tb ,tc) andDh85Fh(tb ,tc). Typically, the form of the
mapping functions,f b and f c , can be determined by inter
polation of calibration measurements. The mapping fu
tions vary withF j (E),T,A(E), and Q(E), hence the cali-
brations must be performed for different x-ray techniqu
breast thicknesses, absorption ratios, and detector resp
functions.

C. The special case of monoenergetic x-ray images

Since the x-ray spectra used in diagnostic imaging
polyenergetic, Eq.~6! cannot be solved analytically fortb

and tc . The use of monoenergetic x rays allows the inve
functions f b and f c to be analytically solved. We will there
fore demonstrate the reduction of the three-material/ene
imaging problem into to a dual-material/energy imagi
problem with the use of monoenergetic x-ray sources.

Recall that our model for the breast consists of adip
tissue of thicknessta , glandular tissue of thicknesstb , and a
mC of thicknesstc ~Fig. 1!. If pl

0 and pl are defined as the
unattenuated and attenuated signals from the low-energy
noenergetic spectrum, andph

0 and ph are defined as the un
attenuated and attenuated signals from the high-energy s
trum, the x-ray densitiesDl andDh defined in Eq.~4! can be
expressed as

D j[ ln~pj
0/pj !5ma jT1~mb j2ma j!tb1~mc j2ma j!tc ;

j 5 l ,h, ~7!

where,m i j ~i 5b,c; j 5 l ,h! are the linear attenuation coeffi
cients for glandular tissue (i 5b) andmC (i 5c), at low (j
5 l ) and high (j 5h) energies, respectively. Similarly, th
modified x-ray densities,Dl8 andDh8 defined in Eq.~5!, can
be expressed, using Eq.~7!, as follows:
-
s,

-

,
nse

e

e

y

e

o-

ec-

D j8[ ln~pj
a/pj !5D j2 ln~pj

0/pj !5Dmb j tb1Dmc j tc ;

j 5 l ,h, ~8!

whereDmb j5mb j2ma j , Dmc j5mc j2ma j , and pl
a and ph

a

are the low- and high-energy reference signals correspon
to attenuation by 100% adipose tissue. Rearranging Eq.~8!
into matrix form, we get

S Dl8

Dh8
D 5S Dmbl Dmcl

Dmbh Dmch
D S tb

tc
D . ~9!

Equation ~9! represents two linear equations with two u
knowns whose solutions are easily derived. The mapp
functions for glandular tissue thickness (f b) and calcification
thickness (f c) can be analytically expressed as functions
the difference attenuation coefficients (Dm i j ) and x-ray den-
sities ~Dl8 andDh8! as follows:

tb5 f b~Dl8 ,Dh8!5
DmchDl82DmclDh8

DmblDmch2DmclDmbh
, ~10!

and

tc5 f c~Dl8 ,Dh8!5
DmblDh82DmbhDl8

DmblDmch2DmclDmbh
. ~11!

D. Noise and SNR in poly-energetic images

The noise level in the x-ray densitiesDl and Dh can be
related to the SNR in the low- and high-energy raw imag
as follows:

sD
j8

2
5S ]D j8

]Sj
D 2

sSj

2 5S 1

Sj
D 2

sSj

2 5
1

SNRSj

2 ; j 5 l ,h, ~12!

where we assume thatSl
0 andSh

0 can be measured with hig
precision and therefore contribute little to the noise terms
Eq. ~12!. In Eq. ~3!, the signal contribution from photon
with an energy betweenE andE1dE is proportional to the
mean number of photons detected within that energy inte
@ n̄(E)dE5dE•Rj•d2

•F j (E)•e2ma(E)T
•e2Dmb(E)tb2Dmc(E)tc
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•A(E)#, multiplied by the signal generated by each absorb
x-ray photon@the gain factor5Q(E)#. Characteristic of the
x-ray detection process,n(E)dE, the number of detected
photons betweenE andE1dE is a stochastic quantity gov
erned by Poisson statistics. Thus, the variance of then(E)dE
is equal to its mean value,n̄(E)dE. Furthermore, since
n̄(E)dE is typically large in diagnostic x-ray imaging, it ca
be assumed to fluctuate with a Gaussian distribution. Stri
speaking, the gain factorQ(E), is also a stochastic quantity
However, its contribution to the signal variance can be
nored when the number of scintillated photons generated
each absorbed x-ray photon is reasonably large~e.g., cesium
e
hu

n
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d

ly

-
or

iodide scintillators yield;1250 optical photons for a 25 keV
x-ray photon!. Since the number of absorbed x rays are s
ject to an average gain ofQ(E), the noise variance for the
energy interval ofE to E1dE can be approximated by
Q2(E)n̄(E)dE.12,13 Summing the variances over all energ
intervals, the total noise variances in the low- and hig
energy image signals,ssj

2 ( j 5 l ,h), can be expressed as

sSj

2 5*dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc

•A~E!•Q2~E!. ~13!

The SNR in the low- and high-energy images are
SNRSj
5

*dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc
•A~E!•Q~E!

~*dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc
•A~E!•Q2~E!!1/2. ~14!

E. Noise and SNR in subtracted images

The variations ofDl8 andDh8 can be expressed as

dDj85S ]D j8

]tb
Ddtb1S ]D j8

]tc
Ddtc ; j 5 l ,h. ~15!

The variationsdDl8 and dDh8 are linear combinations of the variationsdtb and dtc . The parameters]D j8/]t i ( i 5b,c; j
5 l ,h) can be explicitly derived using Eq.~6! as

S ]D j8

]t i
D 5S *dE•Rj•d2

•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T
•Dm i~E!•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc

•A~E!•Q~E!

*dE•Rj•d2
•F j~E!•e2ma~E!T

•e2Dmb~E!tb2Dmc~E!tc
•A~E!•Q~E!

D . ~16!
ar
ely.
Equation~16! shows that]D j8/]t i can be interpreted as th
Dm i j (E) averaged over the detected energy spectrum, t
]D j8/]t i can be represented asDm i j ( i 5b,c; j 5 l ,h). The
pair of equations described in Eq.~15! can be expressed i
matrix form as

S dDl8

dDh8
D 5S Dmbl Dmcl

Dmbh Dmch
D S dtb

dtc
D . ~17!

Solving for dtb anddtc yields

S dtb
dtc

D5S Dmbl Dmcl

Dmbh Dmch
D 21S dDl8

dDh8
D 5S kbl kbh

kcl kch
D S dDl8

dDh8
D ,

~18!

where

kbl5
Dmch

Dmbl Dmch2Dmcl Dmbh

, ~19!

kbh5
2Dmcl

Dmbl Dmch2Dmcl Dmbh

, ~20!

kcl5
2Dmbh

Dmbl Dmch2Dmcl Dmbh

, ~21!
s,
and

kch5
Dmbl

Dmbl Dmch2Dmcl Dmbh

. ~22!

Recall that t i5 f i(Dl8 ,Dh8), where i 5b,c; hence dti
5(]t i /]Dl8)•dDl81(]t i /]Dh8)•dDh8 . But from Eq. ~18!,
(]t i /]Dl8)5kil and (]t i /]Dh8)5kih , therefore, the variance
of t i , namelys t i

2, can be expressed as

s t i
25~]t i /]Dl8!2

•sD
l8

2
1~]t i /]Dh8!2

•sD
h8

2

5kil
2
•sD

l8
2

1kih
2
•sD

h8
2

; i 5b, c. ~23!

The termss tb
ands tc

represent noise levels in the glandul
tissue and calcification subtraction images, respectiv
Equation~23! can be rewritten, using Eq.~12!, as follows:

s t i
25

kil
2

SNRSl

2 1
kih

2

SNRSh

2 ; i 5b,c. ~24!

The SNR of the subtraction signals,tb and tc , can then be
expressed as follows:
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SNRt i
5

t i

A kil
2

SNRSl

2 1
kih

2

SNRSh

2

; i 5b,c. ~25!

Notice that in themC subtraction images (tc) the adipose
tissue structures are cancelled out, providing a uniform ba
ground signal fluctuating around zero. Thus, the SNR of
mC signal in the subtraction image (SNRtc

) is the same as
the CNR.

Since SNRSl ,h
is proportional tod @Eq. ~14!# and SNRtb,c

is proportional to SNRSl ,h
@Eq. ~25!#, SNRtb,c

is also propor-
tional to d. This results from the fact that the variance
quantum ~Poisson! noise fluctuations in the raw~unsub-
tracted! images is proportional to the number of photons
cident on the image pixel area@Eq. ~13!#. This seems to
imply that systems with larger pixel sizes have the advant
of producing higher SNRs. However, it is important to no
that the detectability of an object~mC! is directly propor-
tional to the SNR2 per pixel summed over all pixels in th
object ~mC! area rather than in just one pixel.14 Assuming
that the SNR2 ~equal to CNR2 in the mC subtraction image!
is uniform over the object area, the sum of SNR2 over the
object area is equivalent to replacing the pixel area (d2) with
the projected object~mC! area in Eq.~14!. For simplicity, the
shape of themCs was assumed to be cubic with a dimens
of tc . This leads to uniform CNRs within themC, due to the
uniform mC thickness, but still reflects the fact that smal
calcifications are also lower in contrast due to shorter atte
ating thickness. Thus, the pixel aread2 was replaced bytc

2 in
all numerical computations in this study. This allows t
computed CNRs to be directly used to access and com
the detectability ofmCs. During the x-ray detection proces
only part of the x-ray energy is converted into fluoresc
light in the x-ray scintillator. Although the ratio of x-ra
photon energy that is converted to optical light varies sligh
with energy, to a good approximation, we can assume
this ratio is constant in the diagnostic energy range~10–120
keV!. Thus, in our calculations, the scintillator gainQ(E) is
modeled as being proportional toE @i.e., Q(E)5aE#.

F. Calcification contrast-to-noise
and contrast-to-background ratio

A problem in detectingmCs in mammograms is the pre
ence of cluttered tissue structure in the image that constit
an added ‘‘noise’’ component. This component is referred
as the ‘‘tissue structure noise’’ for the remainder of the ma
script. The tissue structure noise is intrinsically differe
from quantum noise. Quantum noise is random and he
follows Poisson statistics. Also, it decreases in size rela
to the signal as the exposure level increases, thus poten
improving the detectability of themCs if no cluttered tissue
structure is present in the background. However, the leve
tissue structure noise is independent of the exposure l
and cannot be improved by increased exposure. The ti
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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structure noise poses an ultimate limitation for detecting a
visualizingmCs in single-energy imaging techniques.

While the level of random noise can be quantified by t
standard deviation of fluctuating signals in a region of u
form exposure; the level of tissue structure noise canno
easily quantified since the degree of obscurity varies gre
with the pattern of the tissue structure and its relative po
tion with respect to themC. Despite these differences, it ma
be instructive to use the range of signal or contrast variati
due to tissue structures to represent the level of tissue s
ture noise, and compute an image characteristic referred
the calcification contrast-to-background ratio~CCBR!. As an
analogy to the calcification contrast-to-noise ratio~CCNR!,
the CCBR is computed as the ratio of the calcification co
trast to the signal range or the contrast of the backgro
tissue structure. Assuming that for a breast of thicknessT,
the background area consists of 50% adipose and 50% g
dular tissue. The background signal,SB , can be computed
using Eq.~2! as

SB5E dE•R•tc
2
•F~E!

•e2„0.5ma~E!10.5mb~E!…T
•A~E!•Q~E!. ~26!

The noise inSB can be computed using Eq.~13! as

s5S E dE•R•tc
2
•F~E!

•e2„0.5ma~E!10.5mb~E!…T
•A~E!•Q2~E! D 1/2

. ~27!

Now assume that there also exists an overlapping tis
structure in which the tissue composition varied from 50
adipose and 50% glandular to 25% adipose and 75% g
dular. The signal for 25% adipose and 75% glandular tis
composition of thicknessT can be expressed as

ST5E dE•R•tc
2
•F~E!

•e2„0.25ma~E!10.75mb~E!…T
•A~E!•Q~E!. ~28!

Thus, the signal range or contrast of the tissue structure
to tissue composition variation (TC) can be computed as th
difference betweenSB andST , i.e., TC5SB2ST . This can
be used to quantify the level of the ‘‘tissue structure nois
for the previously described tissue structure.

Assuming that amC replaces a cubic volume of 50% ad
pose and 50% glandular background tissue of dimensiontc ,
the image signal over themC can be computed as

SC5E dE•R•tc
2
•F~E!

•e2„0.5ma~E!10.5mb~E!)~T2tc!2mc~E!…tc
•A~E!•Q~E!.

~29!

The difference signal for thismC can then be computed a
CC5SB2SC . From our earlier definitions, the calcificatio
contrast-to-noise ratio, CCNR5CC/s, and the calcification
contrast-to-background ratio, CCBR5CC/TC. The range of
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tissue composition between 50% adipose and 50% gland
to 25% adipose and 75% glandular tissue compositions u
in this discussion was arbitrarily chosen as only the gen
behaviors of CCNR and CCBR were studied.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to compute the calcification SNR in the subtra
tion images@Eq. ~25!#, it was necessary to compute theki j

coefficients@Eqs.~19!–~22!# and the SNR for low- and high
energy images@Eq. ~14!#. In addition, the imaging param
eters, namely the x-ray spectra, attenuation coefficients,
detector absorption ratios, were determined from publis
data for the energy ranges studied. The methods for th
computations are described and discussed in the follow
sections.

A. X-ray photon spectra

In this study, both mammographic and general rad
graphic x-ray spectra were used. The published mam
graphic x-ray spectra15 used were for x rays generated with
molybdenum target and a 30mm thick molybdenum filter
~Mo/Mo! at 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 kVp; and for a tun
sten target and lanthanum filter~W/La! at 50 kVp. The pub-
lished general radiography x-ray spectra16 used were for x
rays generated with a tungsten target and a 2.0 mm t
aluminum filter at 50–90 kVp, and with a tungsten target a
a 0.25 mm thick copper filter at 100–140 kVp. All publishe
spectra data were normalized and converted into the ph
fluence spectrum,F(E), with units of photons/cm2 C/kg at a
resolution of 1 keV.

Note that the mammographic spectra data used were m
sured for the older generation of mammographic tubes w
glass windows. It has been suggested that x rays gene
by these types of tubes are subject to greater beam harde
than those generated by the more modern tubes that
beryllium windows.17 Mammographic spectra for the latte
type of tubes are currently being measured and compiled
public release.

B. Photon absorption ratio for scintillators

Scintillators~e.g., cesium iodide, sodium iodide! are com-
monly used in x-ray detectors to convert x rays into opti
light. Although x-ray detectors using photoconductor mate
als ~e.g., selenium! have been developed and commerci
ized, most digital mammographic systems rely on scinti
tors for x-ray detection. In this paper, we consider tw
scintillators commonly used in digital mammography sy
tems: terbium-doped gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:Tb)
and thallium-doped cesium iodide~CsI:Tl!. Usually,
Gd2O2S:Tb is used with both charge-coupled devices~CCD!
and amorphous silicon (aSi:H) flat-panel-based detecto
while CsI:Tl ~usually grown as column structures directly o
the photodiode array! is only used withaSi:H flat-panel de-
tectors. The densities of Gd2O2S:Tb and crystalline CsI:T
are 7.34 and 4.51 g/cm3, respectively, while the density o
CsI:Tl grown as a column structure will be less than its d
sity in crystalline form. The exact density and thickness
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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the CsI layer used in flat-panel detectors vary from system
system and are often withheld as proprietary information
the manufacturers. However, for the purposes of our ca
lations the relevant value is the product of density and thi
ness. A scintillator ‘‘thickness’’ of 34 mg/cm2 for Gd2O2S:Tb
and 45 mg/cm2 for CsI:Tl were used in this numerical stud
The Gd2O2S:Tb thickness used is similar to that of Lane
Fine screens, whereas the CsI:Tl thickness approximates
of commercially available CsI-based flat-panel mammog
phy systems.

The x-ray absorption ratios,A(E), were calculated for
photon energies between 10 and 140 keV at a resolution
keV, using linear-attenuation coefficients interpolated fro
data published by NIST18 as follows:

A~E!512e2ms~E!ts, ~30!

where,ms(E) and ts are the energy-dependent linear atten
ation coefficient~l/cm! and scintillator thickness~cm!, re-
spectively.

C. X-ray attenuation coefficients

The elemental compositions of adipose and glandu
breast tissue,19 the calcifications (CaCO3), and the scintilla-
tors ~Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl! were used to calculate th
mass-attenuation coefficients~m/r! using data published by
NIST.18 Since the published attenuation coefficients are p
vided only for a limited number of discrete photon energi
a log-linear interpolation was used to compute the coe
cients for intermediate energies at 1 keV intervals. The in
polation was performed using the following exponent
model relating the coefficient to the photon energy:

S m

r D5k.Eb. ~31!

Taking the logarithms, Eq.~31! can be converted into a linea
equation. Using published attenuation coefficients (m/r)1

and (m/r)2 at two known consecutive energies ofE1 and
E2 , the linear coefficients~ln k and b! were determined as
follows:

b5

lnS m

r D
2

2 lnS m

r D
1

ln E22 ln E1
, ~32!

and

ln k5

lnS m

r D
1

• ln E22 lnS m

r D
2

• ln E1

ln E22 ln E1
. ~33!

Substituting the lnk and b values from above in Eq.~31!,
~m/r! was then computed for intermediate energies betw
E1 and E2 at 1 keV resolution. The interpolated mas
attenuation coefficient values~m/r! were then multiplied by
the density~r! of the appropriate material to obtain the line
attenuation coefficients~m!. The density values used for th
materials were obtained from published data18,19 and are
listed in Table I.
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D. X-ray exposure considerations

The skin-entrance exposure for mammography can v
from (0.258– 25.8)31024 C/kg ~0.1–10 R!, depending upon
the x-ray technique and imaging device.20–22 Typical mam-
mographic x-ray techniques can produce a detector expo
of (2.58– 3.10)31024 C/kg ~1000–1200 mR! without the
breast in the field. In dual-energy imaging the total expos
~unattenuated at the detector! is the sum of the individua
low- and high-energy exposures. To compare the dual-en
technique with the single-energy technique in a normali
manner, the total exposure~unattenuated at the input of th
detector! of dual-energy image acquisition was kept at 2.
31024 C/kg ~1000 mR!. Such a normalization allows th
dual-energy and single-energy techniques to be compare
the same x-ray output or skin-entrance exposure. Howe
the risk to the patient in x-ray mammography is often eva
ated by the ‘‘mean glandular dose.’’19–21 For simplicity, we
have computed the calcification SNR by normalizing the
tal unattenuated detector exposure to be 1000 mR. The
sults can be easily extrapolated to other exposure value
normalized to the mean-glandular dose, as will be discus
in Sec. IV F. The optimal distribution of the exposure b
tween the low- and high-energy images was studied by c
puting the noise levels in the subtraction image signals a
function of the ‘‘low-energy exposure ratio,’’ defined as th
ratio of the low-energy exposure to the total exposure.

E. Noise level in the single-energy image signals

As discussed in Sec. II F, the CCNR and CCBR rat
were computed to represent the level of tissue structure n
in the single-energy images. For a 250mm sizemC in a 5 cm
thick breast, the CCNR and CCBR were calculated us
50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue composition as
background and its difference from 25% adipose and 7
glandular tissue composition as the contrast due to tis
structure.

F. Noise level in the dual-energy subtraction image
signals

A key indicator of image quantity is the image noise lev
The noise level in the dual-energymC image signal,s tc

, was
calculated for various low and high-energy spectral com
nations, breast thicknesses, tissue compositions,mC sizes,
and low-energy exposure ratios. The breast thickness
varied from 3.5 to 7 cm; the tissue composition varied fro
0% glandular~100% adipose! to 100% glandular~0% adi-

TABLE I. Materials and their densities used in the numerical computatio

Material Density~g/cm3!

CaCO3 2.93
Gd2O2S:Tb 7.34
CsI:Tl 4.51
Adipose tissue 0.93
Glandular tissue 1.04
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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pose!; the low-energy exposure ratio varied from 0 to 1 wh
keeping the total unattenuated detector exposure at 1000

For a given combination of breast thickness, tissue co
position, mC size, and low- and high-energy input spect
the image signals~Sl andSh! and their associated noise lev
els for unsubtracted images were calculated using Eqs.~3!
and ~13!, respectively. The average difference-attenuat
coefficients (Dm i j ) were determined with Eq.~16! and then
used with Eqs.~19!–~22! to computeki j values as the in-
verse matrix ofDm i j . The resultingki j values, together with
the SNR values from Eq.~14!, were then used to calculat
the noise levels in themC subtraction signals (s tc

) using Eq.
~24!. The noise fluctuations in the glandular tissue thickn
signals,s tb

, can be determined using Eq.~24!. However,
such computations were not part of this study. The proced
to investigate the calcification SNRs for various imaging p
rameter values~mC size, low- and high-energy kVp value
tissue composition, and breast thickness! in dual-energy sub-
traction imaging is outlined below.

~I! Assume a compressed breast thickness of 5 cm, 5
adipose and 50% glandular tissue composition, and lo
high-energy input spectra at 25/50 kVp. The noise level
the dual-energymC image signal,s tc

, was then computed a
a function of the low-energy exposure ratio to determine
minimummC size that would yield an acceptable SNR~3 or
higher!.23

~II ! For a 5 cmthick breast, 50% adipose and 50% gla
dular tissue composition, and a 250mm mC size~from step
I!, the high-energy spectrum was varied from 30 to 50 k
while keeping the low-energy spectrum fixed at 25 kVp.s tc
was computed as a function of the low-energy exposure r
for various kVp combinations to determine the optimal kV
combination.

~III ! Using the optimal kVp combination of 25/50 kV
~from step II!, a 250mm mC size, and 50% adipose and 50
glandular tissue composition,s tc

was computed as a func
tion of the low-energy exposure ratio for various compres
breast thickness ranging from 3.5 to 7 cm.

~IV ! Finally, for a 5 cmthick breast, a 250mm mC size,
and a kVp combination of 25/50 kVp,s tc

was computed as
a function of the low-energy exposure ratio for various tiss
compositions that varied from 0% glandular~100% adipose!
to 100% glandular~0% adipose!.

The optimal exposure ratio was determined as the r
with which s tc

was at a minimum. The variations of th
optimal low-energy exposure ratio with various imaging fa
tors were studied.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Photon absorption ratios

The x-ray absorption ratios~see Sec. III C! for a 34
mg/cm2 thick Gd2O2S:Tb scintillator and a 45 mg/cm2 thick
CsI:Tl scintillator are shown in Fig. 2. The curves are ve
similar from 10 to;33 keV. Above thek edges of CsI at
33.2 and 36 keV, its absorption ratio increases significan

.
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and exceeds that of Gd2O2S. This results in higher overa
detection efficiency for CsI than that for Gd2O2S for x rays
generated with a kVp above thek-edge energies of CsI. Thi
higher absorption ratio for the CsI scintillator results
higher values of SNRSh,l

and thus a decrease in thes tc
when

compared with images acquired with the Gd2O2S scintillator
above;33 keV.

B. X-ray source spectra

The x-ray source spectra~see Sec. III A! generated with
25 kVp Mo/Mo, 50 kVp Mo/Mo, and 50 kVp W/La~where
the Mo/Mo and W/La refer to the target/filter combination!
and attenuated by 5 cm thick breast with 50% adipose
50% glandular tissue composition, are plotted in Figs. 3
and 5, respectively. The total signal in the computed spe
are normalized to unity to compare the spectral shapes.
ures 3–5 illustrate the spectral differences between the l
and high-energy x-ray spectra. Thek-edge absorption by Cs
improves its detection efficiency for x rays generated at k
values above itsk-edge energies~.33 keV!. This would not
be an advantage for the x-ray spectra used in regular~single-
energy! digital mammography procedures, since the x ra
are typically generated at kVp values below the CsIk-edge
energies. However, the greater absorption ratio of CsI ab
its k edges represents a significant improvement for du
energy subtraction imaging since CsI yields a higher dete
efficiency for the high-energy spectrum.

Figures 3 and 4 clearly show the characteristic x-ray lin
of Mo at 17.4 and 19.8 keV. Since the absorption ratio for
two scintillators are similar below;33 keV ~Fig. 2!, the
detected signal spectra for 25 kVp Mo/Mo should be sim
for both scintillators, as indicated by Fig. 3. The bremsstr
lung emission above 20 keV in the 50 kVp Mo/Mo spectru
is seen in Fig. 4. Above the CsIk-edge energies, the spe
trum detected by CsI shows a higher intensity over the sp

FIG. 2. A plot showing the absorption ratios for a 46mm thick Gd2O2S:Tb
scintillator and a 100mm thick CsI:Tl scintillator. Thek edges of a CsI:Tl
scintillator are seen at 33.2 and 36 keV, resulting in a higher absorp
ratio. Thek edge for Gd2O2S:Tb lies at 50.2 keV~just above the plotted
energy range!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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trum detected by Gd2O2S ~see Figs. 4 and 5!. The drop
around 39 keV in the 50 kVp W/La spectra~Fig. 5! is due to
k-edge absorption by the La filter. Combining thek-edge
absorption by the La filter and then by the CsI scintillator
more peaked spectrum is generated, leading to better en
separation for dual-energy subtraction imaging than the
kVp Mo/Mo spectrum detected by CsI.

C. CCNR and CCBR in the unsubtracted images

The CCNR and CCBR~see Secs. II F and III E! are plot-
ted in Fig. 6 as a function of the x-ray spectrum from 25
140 kVp. The CCBRs were found to be significantly low

FIG. 4. Plots showing the computed 50 kVp Mo/Mo x-ray spectrum for t
Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl scintillators. The total signal in each spectrum
normalized to unity. In addition to the characteristic x-ray lines of Mo bel
20 keV, bremsstrahlung emission is seen at higher energies. The bump
structure seen in the CsI spectrum around 35 keV is due to its higher
sorption ratio.

n
FIG. 3. Plots showing the computed 25 kVp Mo/Mo x-ray spectra for t
Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl scintillators. The characteristic x-ray lines of Mo a
seen at 17.4 and 19.8 keV. The total signal in each spectrum is normaliz
unity. The spectra for both scintillators are identical because their absorp
ratios are similar for photon energies below 33 keV~see Fig. 2!.
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than the CCNRs, indicating that in single-energy imagi
the detection ofmCs can be obscured~difficult to visualize!
by the presence of tissue structures, even though the CC
may be sufficiently high for detection over a uniform bac
ground. In dual-energy subtraction imaging, the tissue st
tures are cancelled out, or at least significantly reduced, le
ing to a much higher value for the CCBR. The benefit
dual-energy imaging is to eliminate or greatly reduce
background tissue structures so that they do not obscure
limit the detection and visualization ofmCs. However, the
drawback of the dual-energy subtraction technique is a
crease of CCNR due to a noise increase from subtrac

FIG. 5. Plots showing the computed 50 kVp W/La x-ray spectrum for
Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl scintillators. The total signal in each spectrum
normalized to unity. The drop around 39 keV is due tok-edge absorption by
the La filter. Combining the increasedk-edge absorption by the CsI scintil
lator and the La filter attenuation at the source, a more peaked spectru
generated for the CsI scintillator.

FIG. 6. The plots of the calcification contrast-to-noise ratio, CCNR, and
calcification background-to-noise ratio, CCBR, for energies ranging from
to 140 kVp. Target/filter combinations of Mo/Mo, W/Al, and W/Cu we
used between 25–50, 50–90, and 100–140 kVp, respectively. The Mo
W labels in the figure represent spectra generated with a molybdenum
tungsten target, respectively. Note that the 50 kVp calculations were
formed with both the Mo and the W targets.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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processing, as discussed in Sec. II E. One major task in
signing and testing the dual-energy subtraction imaging te
nique is to ensure that the CCNR in the subtractedmC im-
ages remains sufficiently high for detectingmCs.

As the kVp increased, both the CCNR and CCBR grad
ally decreased. The steady decrease of CCNR and CC
indicates that, even though the use of higher kVp x ra
tends to reduce the background tissue structure, it also ca
the calcification contrast to decrease; resulting in only
slight decrease of the CCBR with kVp. The sudden drop
CCNR at 50 kVp~Fig. 6! is due to the change of target/filte
combination from Mo/Mo to W/Al at 50 kVp. Notice that th
CCNR was computed by summing the CNR over themC
area. Thus, they could increase with the size of themC as
well as the total exposure used. On the other hand, the CC
is independent of the exposure and themC size used.

D. Noise level in the microcalcification images

1. Impact of microcalcification size

The noise in themC image,s tc
, was calculated as a func

tion of the low-energy exposure ratio, for variousmC sizes
~100–300mm! using 25 and 50 kVp~Mo/Mo!, and assuming
a 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue composition an
breast thickness of 5 cm. These results are plotted
Gd2O2S and CsI scintillators in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively
has long been recognized that, for the detection of amC, the
object SNR must exceed some minimum value SNRmin .23 In
this study we adopt a threshold value of 3 for SNRmin .23

Figure 7 shows that with the Gd2O2S scintillator a SNR of 3
is achieved for amC size of ;300 mm (s tc

;110mm),
whereas with the CsI scintillator, as seen in Fig. 8, a SNR
3 is achieved for amC size of;250mm (s tc

;80mm). The
use of the CsI scintillator resulted in a higher SNR~or lower
s tc

values! for all mC sizes. This can be attributed to th
higher x-ray absorption ratio of the CsI scintillator above

is

e
5

nd
d a
r-

FIG. 7. Plots of themC image noise (s tc
) as a function of the low-energy

exposure ratio for various sizes ofmCs using the Gd2O2S:Tb scintillator;
assuming a 5 cm thickbreast of 50% adipose and 50% glandular tiss
composition and 25/50~Mo/Mo! low/high kVp spectra. Curves are show
for the mC size ranging from 100 to 300mm in increments of 50mm.
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k-edge energies~Fig. 2!. Thus, a 250mm mC size was used
in all subsequent computations, as it may be considere
the minimum detectablemC size in dual-energy imaging.

A study of controlledin vitro studies of breastmC detect-
ability with a conventional screen film gave a minimum d
tectablemC size of;290mm.24 Dual-energy mammograph
utilizing computed radiography yielded a minimum dete
able mC size of ;470 mm for SNRmin55 ~or 350 mm for
SNRmin53!.7 Other numerical calculations with an ideal d
tector and monoenergetic x rays at 19 and 68 keV predict
detection of a 200mm cubic calcification with SNRmin55.2

Our results, derived under idealized conditions~no detector
noise!, indicate a threshold size of;250 mm for SNRmin

53. The differences in the predicted minimum detectablemC
size seems to reflect the differences in the quality of
detector used~scintillator versus ionization chamber vers
storage phosphor!, the x-ray spectra used~mono- versus
polyenergetic! as well as the SNR threshold value used~3 vs
5!. At first glance, the thresholdmC size with dual-energy
imaging does not appear to be very different than those f
conventional techniques. However, the advantage of d
energy imaging is in its ability to suppress structure noi
While the mC threshold size with conventional techniqu
vary across the images and increase in those regions w
higher structure noise, the threshold size with dual-ene
imaging stays more uniform across the image due to
suppression of structure noise. Further experiments and s
ies after a full implementation of a dual-energy imaging s
tem will be needed to fairly evaluate thresholdmC detect-
ability and address the clinical relevance of dual-ene
mammography.

2. Impact of spectral energy separation

Using a 250mm mC size,s tc
, was computed for various

kVp combinations: the low-energy spectrum fixed at 25 k

FIG. 8. Plots of themC image noise (s tc
) as a function of the low-energy

exposure ratio for various sizes ofmCs using the CsI:Tl scintillator; assum
ing a 5 cmthick breast of 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue comp
tion and 25/50~Mo/Mo! low/high kVp spectra. Curves are shown for th
mC size ranging from 100 to 300mm in increments of 50mm.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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~Mo/Mo! and high-energy spectrum at 30, 35, 40, 45, or
kVp ~Mo/Mo!. At 50 kVp, the W/La target/filter combination
was also used. In Fig. 9,s tc

is plotted as a function of the
low-energy exposure ratio for various kVp combinations
the CsI scintillator. The plots show that as the energy se
ration widened, themC image noise decreased. Similar r
sults were observed for the Gd2O2S scintillator, but with
slightly higher noise levels due to lower x-ray absorpti
with the Gd2O2S scintillator. The combination of 25 kVp
~Mo/Mo! and 50 kVp~W/La! x-ray spectra, labeled 25–5
Mo/W in Fig. 9, resulted in the lowests tc

.
Earlier works, assuming monoenergetic x rays, have s

gested that 19 and;70 keV are the optimal low and high
energies for dual-energy imaging.2,6 Our calculations are
based on polyenergetic mammographic spectra and inco
rate clinically relevant considerations. A molybdenum targ
filter was used in our calculations since they are used wid
in modern mammography units and have been shown to
vide better radiographic contrast than tungsten targets.25,26

The low-energy spectrum was fixed at 25 kVp because lo
kVp values are seldom used in clinical procedures. Calcu
tions regarding the high-energy beam stopped at 50 kVp
cause most mammography units do not operate abov
While our aim in this paper is to evaluate and optimize t
technique for dual-energy imaging, standard clinical pr
tices and practical considerations were maintained. In su
quent calculations, 25 kVp~Mo/Mo! and 50 kVp~Mo/Mo!
were used for the low- and high-energy x-ray spectra, resp
tively.

3. Impact of breast thickness

In Fig. 10,s tc
is plotted as a function of the low-energ

exposure ratio for a compressed breast thickness betwee
and 7 cm using CsI as the scintillator.s tc

increased with the
breast thickness by a factor of;2 over the range of breas
thickness considered. As the breast thickness increases

i-

FIG. 9. Plots of mC image noise (s tc
) as a function of the low-energy

exposure ratio for various combinations of energy spectra using the C
scintillator; assuming a 5 cmthick breast of 50% adipose and 50% glandul
tissue composition and amC size of 250mm.
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x-ray photons have to travel through more attenuating m
rial. Thus, for a fixed unattenuated detector exposure
thicker breast decreases the number of x-ray photons arri
at the detector. With fewer photons detected, themC image
noise increases in the subtracted image with thicker bre
~see Fig. 10!. Similar results were observed for the Gd2O2S
scintillator, but with slightly higher noise levels due to low
x-ray absorption in the Gd2O2S scintillator for higher-energy
x rays.

4. Impact of tissue composition

In Fig. 11,s tc
is plotted as a function of the low-energ

exposure ratio for various tissue compositions using Cs
the scintillator.s tc

varies by as much as;50% as the com-
position varies from 0% glandular to 100% glandular. T
density of glandular tissue~1.04 g/cm3! is greater than the
density for adipose tissue~0.93 g/cm3!. Hence, for a fixed
breast thickness, the breast density increases with the g
dular tissue content, leading to higher x-ray attenuation.
discussed in the previous paragraph, higher attenuation
creases the number of detected photons and hence leads
increase in themC image noise for the same exposu
Therefore, as seen in Fig. 11, themC image noise increase
with the glandular tissue content. Similar results were
served for the Gd2O2S scintillator, but with slightly higher
noise levels due to lower x-ray absorption in the Gd2O2S
scintillator for higher-energy x rays.

E. Optimal low-energy exposure ratio

The optimal low-energy exposure ratio is defined as
one that minimizes the level of themC image noise (s tc

).
The ratio may be a function of themC size, low-/high-energy
spectral combination, tissue composition, and breast th
ness. The optimal low-energy exposure ratio can be de
mined from the plots in Figs. 8–11. The range of optim

FIG. 10. Plots ofmC image noise (s tc
) as a function of the low-energy

exposure ratio for various breast thicknesses using the CsI:Tl scintilla
assuming 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue composition, amC size of
250 mm, and 25/50~Mo/Mo! kVp spectra. Curves are shown for brea
thicknesses ranging from 3.5 to 7 cm in increments of 0.5 cm.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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low-energy exposure ratios refers to thes tc
values within

10% of the minimum. The optimal range varied with tiss
composition from 0.27–0.68 for 0% adipose tissue to 0.1
0.61 for 100% adipose tissue. The optimal range varied w
the compressed breast thickness from 0.19–0.61 for a 3.5
breast to 0.29–0.71 for a 7 cmbreast, assuming a 50% ad
pose and 50% glandular tissue composition. Finally, the
timal range varied with themC size from 0.21–0.62 for 100
mm to 0.22–0.65 for 300mm, assuming a 50% adipose an
50% glandular tissue composition for a 5 cm thick breast.
Based on the overlap of these ranges, we have concluded
for low-energy exposure ratios between 0.29 and 0.61,
estimateds tc

values would be within 10% of the minimum
values for various tissue compositions, breast thicknes
andmC sizes.

This leads to an important consideration for practic
implementation: the total exposure can be distributed ove
wide range between the low- and high-energy images o
various breast thicknesses while maintainings tc

values
within 10% of its minimum. The low-/high-energy exposu
distribution can be varied~from 30%/70% to 60%/40%!
without significantly affecting the results. This greatly sim
plifies the practical implementation of dual-energymC imag-
ing techniques. These observations are evident from the~flat!
shapes of the curves in Figs. 8–11.

F. Dosimetric considerations

Another consideration for dual-energymC imaging is the
total mean-glandular tissue dose. For a given exposure,
exposure-to-dose conversion factors can be used to con
the skin entrance exposure measurement into the m
glandular tissue dose.19,21,27By extrapolating published data
it was determined that using a 50 kVp spectrum would
crease the conversion factor by 50% as compared to usi
25 kVp spectrum. This would effectively increase the to

r;
FIG. 11. Plots ofmC image noise (s tc

) as a function of the low-energy
exposure ratio for various adipose/glandular tissue compositions using
CsI:Tl scintillator; assuming a 5 cmthick breast, a 250mm mC size, and
25/50 ~Mo/Mo! kVp spectra. Curves are shown for compositions varyi
from 0% adipose~100% glandular! to 100% adipose~0% glandular! in
increments of 10% adipose.
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mean-glandular tissue dose in dual-energy image acquis
if the total detector exposure or entrance skin exposur
kept at the same level of a regular mammographic ima
For example, a 2.5831024 C/kg ~1000 mR! exposure at the
skin entrance of the breast split evenly between 25 and
kVp images would result in a total mean-glandular tiss
dose of ;1.55 mGy; whereas the same 2.5831024 C/kg
~1000 mR! exposure made at 25 kVp would result in a do
of ;1.23 mGy. Therefore, dual-energy image acquisition
25/50 kVp results in an overall increase in the mea
glandular tissue dose by a factor of 1.25 if the total expos
is kept the same as that of a 25 kVp mammogram. Thus
order to compensate for this increase in dose, the total e
sure for 25/50 kVp dual-energy imaging would need to
reduced to approximately 80%, i.e., 2.0631024 C/kg ~800
mR!, to keep the mean-glandular dose the same for comp
son. The implications are an approximate 10% increase in
noise levels computed, including those for themC image
signal,s tc

. Similar but lower noise increases should be o
served for other low/high kVp combinations used in th
study since the increase in conversion factors for kVp val
lower than 50 should be smaller. Thus, the noise incre
from normalization to a fixed mid-glandular dose is sm
and should not significantly affect the results or conclusio
of this study based on a fixed total detector exposure
2.5831024 C/kg ~1000 mR!.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The CsI:Tl scintillator has a higher absorption ratio th
Gd2O2S:Tb at energies above 33.2 keV~Fig. 2! due to
k-edge absorption at 33.2 and 36 keV. Since more pho
are detected for a given exposure by CsI, the dual-ene
calcification images obtained with CsI scintillators ha
lower noise~higher SNR! compared to those obtained wit
Gd2O2S scintillators. For a 5 cmthick breast composed o
50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue, amC size of 250mm
yielded an object CNR of approximately 3:1 with the C
scintillator and approximately 2:1 with the Gd2O2S scintilla-
tor ~Figs. 7 and 8! with a 25/50 kVp low-/high-energy spec
tra. Hence, CsI is better suited for dual-energy subtrac
mammography than the Gd2O2S scintillator.

The CCNR and CCBR were calculated for single-ene
x rays with kVp ranging from 25 to 140~Fig. 6!. Although
tissue contrast can be reduced by imaging at a higher k
the calcification contrast also decreases. Thus, for sin
energy images, there is no net benefit in switching to a hig
kVp for the detection or visualization ofmCs. In fact, themC
contrast decreases at a slightly higher rate relative to tis
contrast. The results showed that the limitations ofmC vis-
ibility by the tissue structure noise must be addressed
methods designed to eliminate or reduce background tis
structure, including but not limited to dual-energy subtra
tion.

It was also shown that themC image noise (s tc
) de-

creased as the spectral energy separation increased~Fig. 9!.
Using 25 kVp Mo/Mo and 50 kVp W/La spectra resulted
the lowest noise. Although Mo/Rh~rhodium! dual-target
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 8, August 2002
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tubes are available, a Mo/W dual-target tube is not curren
available; such a tube could provide an advantage for im
mentation of dual-energy digital mammography.

Simulations were also done to study the effects of
breast thickness~Fig. 10! and tissue composition~Fig. 11!.
As expected,s tc

increased as the x-ray attenuation in t
breast increased as a result of a thicker breast or a hi
glandular tissue content. It was also determined that eve
splitting the exposure between the low- and high-energy
ages would be sufficient to keeps tc

within 10% of its mini-
mum value. The low/high exposure can be varied from 30
70% to 60%/40% without significantly affecting the imag
quality.

The effects of various imaging parameters to the sign
to-noise in dual-energy mammography have been inve
gated in this study. A theoretical framework for calculatin
the calcification CNR in the subtraction images has be
developed. We believe that these findings should be of va
in guiding the design and implementation of a dual-ene
subtraction technique for improved detection and visuali
tion of microcalcifications.

A signal-to-noise analysis, as is done in this study, rep
sents the first step in evaluating the implementation du
energy imaging. Other issues that influence the practica
of clinical implementation include the development of re
able subtraction algorithms and dual-energy acquisition te
niques. The impact of nonuniform detector response
scatter radiation must also be addressed.
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